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Dist $(S)$ . $\mu$ $\in$ Dist $(S)$ $\mu$ :
$Sarrow$ $[0,1]$ . , $\sum$ s $\in$5 $\mu(s)$ $=$ $1$









$\nu$ : $\mathcal{X}arrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ . $\mathcal{X}$
$\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}^{\mathcal{X}}$ . $0$ $\mathcal{X}$
$0$
. $X\subseteq \mathcal{X}$ $X$ , $X$
$x$ $0$ , $\mathcal{X}\backslash X$
$x$ $\nu(x)$ $\nu[X:=0]$
. $t\in \mathbb{R}_{\leq 0}$ $t$ $\nu+t$ ,
$x\in \mathcal{X}$ , $\nu(x)+t$
.






:: $=x\leq c|x<c|x\geq d|x>c|x-y\leq d|$
$x-y<d|\zeta$ $A$ $\zeta|true$
, $x,$ $y\in \mathcal{X},$ $c,$ $d\in N$ . , $\mathcal{X}$
$\zeta$ Zones $(\mathcal{X})$ .
















$c$ : $Zarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ . $t\in \mathbb{R}_{\leq 0}$
$t$ $c+nt$ , $z$
$n$ , $c(z)+n\cdot t$
.
7 (Multi-Pnced )
Multi-Pnced $(MP$ $–$ $)$ $[$2 $]$ $M=$
$\zeta\wedge\phi$ . $\zeta$ , $\phi$
.
$\phi$ $::=azNb_{1}x_{1}+\cdots+b_{n}x_{n}+b_{0}|\phi\wedge\phi|true$
, $z$ , $N\in$ $\{<,$ $\leq,$ $\geq,$ $>\}$ ,
$x_{1},$ $\cdots,:I:_{n}$ $\zeta$ ,
$a,$ $b_{0},$ $\cdots,$ $b_{n}$ $\in$
$\mathbb{Z}$ a $>$ $0$ ,
( $\in Zones(\mathcal{X})$ $\phi$
$\Phi(Zones(\mathcal{X}))$ .
$(\nu, c)$ , MP
$M=\zeta\wedge\phi$ , $\zeta$
$x\in \mathcal{X}$ $\nu$ $\nu(x)$
$(\nu\in$ {true, false} true , , $\phi$




– $\phi(\nu, c)\in$ $\{$ true, $f$alse}
true , , $(\nu, c)\triangleright\zeta\wedge\phi$
.




$t\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}$me$-succ[M,$ $n]$ $=$ $\{(\nu, c)|\exists t\in \mathbb{R}$ .
$(\nu-t, c-nd)\triangleright\zeta\wedge\phi\}$
$time_{-}pre[M,$ $n]$ $=$ $\{(\nu_{i}c)|$ $t\in \mathbb{R}$ .
$(\nu+t, c+nd)\triangleright\zeta\wedge\phi\}$
reset $[M, X]$ $=$ $\{ (\nu[X :=0], c)|(\nu, c)\triangleright\zeta\wedge\phi\}$
free $[M, X]$ $=$ $\{(\nu, c)|(\nu[X :=0], r:)\triangleright\zeta\wedge\phi\}$






$(L,\overline{l}, \mathcal{X}, in\uparrow),p\tau\cdot ob$, $ $)$ .. $L$ .. $\overline{l}\in L$ .. $\mathcal{X}$ .. $im$ ’ : $Larrow Zones(\mathcal{X})$
.. $prob\subseteq L\cross Zones(\mathcal{X})\cross N\cross Disl(L\cross 2^{\chi})$ ta
.






$(l, g, h, \mu)$ $\in$ prob ,
$\mu(l’, X)$ $>0$ $(’ g_{)}\mu)$
. edgess $(l, g, h, \mu)$ $(l, g_{i}h, \mu)$
edge ,
edgess $(l, g, h, \mu)=\{(l, g, h, \mu, X, l’)|$
$(l, g, h, \mu)$ $\in$ prob $\mu(l’, X)$ $>$ $0\}$
. , $l\in L,$ $g\in Zones(\mathcal{X}),$ $h\in N$ ,







$(L,\overline{l}_{r}\mathcal{X},$ $inv$ , prob, $ $)$
$\mathcal{M}$ $(Q,$ $q0$ , Steps $)$ .. $Q\subseteq Lx\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}^{\mathcal{X}}\cross \mathbb{R}\geq 0$. $q0=(l0, (\nu_{0}, c_{0}))$. Steps $\subseteq Q\cross \mathbb{R}\geq 0\cross NxDist(Q\cross$
$2^{\mathcal{X}})$
$(l,$ $(\nu,$ $c:))$ $\nu\triangleright In\iota’(l)$ ,
Steps ,
$(l,$ $(\nu,$ $c))$ ,
$\mu\perp$ , $P^{2}TA$
$(l, g, h, \mu_{P})\in prob$ $((l, (\nu, c)), t, h, \mu)$ ,
.
. $(l, (\nu, c))$ $t$
$(l, (\nu, c))\underline{t,0,\mu\perp((l’,(\nu’,c’)),\emptyset)}(l’, (\nu’, c’))$






. $(l, (\nu, c))$ $(l, g, h, \mu_{P})$
$(l, (\nu, c))$ $\underline{0,h,/4((l’,(\nu’,c’)),X)}$
$(l’, (\nu’)c’))$
$/4_{P(l’,X)}$ $if\nu\triangleright g\wedge$









$Q\cross 2^{\mathcal{X}}$ , $P^{2}TA$
$/4_{P((l’},$ $(\nu’,$ $c’)),$ $X)>0$ , $\mathcal{M}$
$\mu((l’, (\nu’, c’)), X)>0$
.
.
$\mathcal{M}=$ $(Q,$ $q0$ , Steps $)$ $\omega$
.
$\omega=q_{0}\underline{t_{0},h_{0},\mu o(q_{1},X_{0})}q_{1}\underline{t_{1},h_{1},\mu_{1}(q_{2},X_{1})}$ ...
, $0\leq i\leq|\omega|$ , $q_{i}\in Q,$ $(q_{i)}t_{\iota,\mu_{i}})\in$
Steps, $\mu_{i}(q_{i})>0$ . $\omega$ $i$
$\omega(i),$ $i$ $stc^{J}I$) $(\omega,$ $i)$ , $\omega$







$\mathcal{M}$ $=$ $(Q,$ $q_{0}$ , Steps $)$
$A$ $[$3 $]$ , $\mathcal{M}$ $\omega_{ftn}$

















$\mathcal{M}=$ ( $Q,$ $q_{0_{i}}$ Steps) ,
$\Lambda$ $\mathcal{M}$
$MC^{A}$ , $(Q^{A}, q_{0}^{A} , P^{A})$
. , (1, $q’\in Q^{A}$ ,





, $Prob_{jin}^{A}$ : $Path_{f_{t}n}^{A}arrow[0,1]$
.















$(L,\overline{l},$ $\mathcal{X},$ $inv$ , prob. $ $)$ ,
, $PPRP=(l_{e}\lambda’\kappa)$
. , $l_{\epsilon rror}$ , $\lambda’\in$
$[0,1]$ , $\kappa\in N$
. , $(\nu, c)$ $MP$
$inv(l_{error})\wedge z>\prime_{\dot{1-}}$ , $(l_{error}, (\nu, c‘))$
. , $\mathcal{M}$
$A\in Adv/\Lambda$ , $P^{2}TA$ $(\overline{l},$ $(\nu_{0}$ . $co))$
























$\psi_{cl}$ $::=$ $x_{1}\leq c|x_{1}<c|x_{1}-x_{2}\leq d|tr\cdot ue$
$\psi_{co}$ $::=$ $az\leq b_{1}x_{1}+\cdots+b_{n}x_{n}+b_{0}|true$
, $x_{1},$ $x_{2},$ $\cdots,$ $x_{n}\in \mathcal{X},z$ , $c\in$
$N,$ $a,$ $b_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $b_{n},$ $d\in \mathbb{Z}$ $a>0$ .
$\nu$ , $c$ , $\psi=\psi_{cl}\wedge\psi_{co}$
, $(\nu, c)$ $\psi$ $’\psi r((\nu, c:))\in$
$\{$ true, $f$alse $\}$ , $\psi_{cl}$ $x\in \mathcal{X}$
$\nu(x)$ , $\psi_{co}$
$z$ $c(z)$
, , $(\nu, c)$ $\psi$
, $(\nu, c)\models\psi$ . ,
$\nu\in \mathcal{V}_{\mathcal{X}}$ $c\in \mathcal{V}_{z}$ ,
$(\nu, \mathfrak{c},)\models tr\cdot\uparrow\nu e$ .
$l$ $\Psi^{l}=$




$\alpha$ . $b^{l}$ $i$
$l$ $’\psi^{\iota_{p}}’(\nu,$ $c)$ ,
. , $l\}_{\llcorner}^{-}$ $n$
$B_{n}^{l}$ , $B_{n}^{l}$
$\{0,$ $\cdots,$ $n-1\}$ $\{0,1\}$
. ,
$\mathcal{B}$ . $\alpha$
$\gamma$ , $b^{l}$ ,
$\triangleright$ b$\iota$ $i$ $\psi_{i}^{l}$
. , $(’ (\nu, c))$
$\alpha$ $\alpha((1, (\nu, c)))$ ,
$(l, b^{\iota})$
$\gamma$






, $\alpha$ : $T_{\lrcorner}\cross V\chi\cross \mathcal{V}_{cost}arrow L\cross \mathcal{B}$
.
$\alpha((l, (\nu, c)))(i)=(l, \psi_{i}(\nu, c))$
, $\gamma$ : $L\cross Barrow 2^{L\cross}$ OxR $\geq 0$
$\gamma((l, b^{l}))=\{(l, (\nu, c))\in L\cross \mathcal{V}_{\mathcal{X}}\cross \mathcal{V}_{cost}|inv(l)\wedge$
$\bigwedge_{i=0}^{n-1}\psi_{i}^{l}(\nu, c)\equiv b^{l}(i)\}$
$\alpha,$ $\gamma$ $\alpha(Q)$ $=$ $\{\alpha((1,$ $(\nu,$ $c)))$ $|$
$(l, (\nu, r:))\in Q\},$ $\gamma(Q\#)=\{\gamma((l, b^{l}))|(l, b^{t})\in Q^{\#}\}$
. $(\alpha, \gamma)$




( $Q,$ $q_{0}$ , Steps) $\mathcal{M}\#=$
( $Q\#,$ $q_{0}^{\#}$ , Steps $\#$ ) . $\mathcal{M}\#$
.
. $Q\#=L\cross \mathcal{B}$. $q_{0}^{\#}=\mathfrak{a}((10)$
. $Steps\#\subseteq Q^{\#}\cross Dist(Q\#)$
$((l\}b), \mu^{\#})\in Steps\#$ $(l, (\nu, c))\in\gamma((l, b))$
$((l, (\nu, c)), \mu)\in$ Steps
, . ,
$\mu^{\#}$ $\mu\#((l’, b’))=\mu((\iota’)(\nu’, c)))$
.




, $\mathcal{M}\#$ $\mathcal{M}$ ,
$\omega^{\#}=q_{0}^{\#}arrow q_{1}^{\#}\mu o(q_{1}^{\#},X_{0})arrow^{\mu_{1}(q_{2’}^{\#},X_{1})}$ . ..
42
,

















































$P^{2}T\Lambda$ $(l_{:}q, l\iota, \mu(l’, X))\in p?\cdot ob$
discrete-pre/succ , 8 .
.
44
discretesucc $[M, g, X, h]$ $=$ shift[free[M, $X],$ $h$ ] $\wedge g$ ,




18 , 1 $)$ ”
, ,
$\Omega\#$ $\omega^{\#}$
, . . ,
, $\Omega_{smallest}^{\#}\}$ , $\omega\#$
. , . , $\omega\#$
$q_{i}^{\#}arrow q_{i+1}^{\#}$ $qarrow q’$

































2. Reachability Analysis: $\mathcal{M}_{\Psi}^{\#}$
.
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